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EDITOR’S LETTER
Welcome again to our world…
A world full of mid-century, vintage
modern and inspiring trends. In order to
develop the perfect home design, you
need to be aware of what’s happening,
what’s new and, what’s fresh!

What’s happening?
Maison et Objet Paris 2016, the best of the best interior design trade shows, is almost
coming. From 2nd to 6th September, Paris will be the heart of the design universe,
filled with professionals and also enthusiasts aspiring to discover the unexpected. To
guide you and give you the perfect experience regarding the leading trade show in
the world, we have created a ‘special edition’.
What’s new?
Design is our fuel, so we keep on searching for the latest news! Find, here, the
biggest news and trends in the design community.
What’s fresh?
Just being aware of new designers and products is not enough, for us. We want
to give you more! Certainly you will wish to know everything about interior design,
architecture, design projects, and everything that brings coolness to your world.
Well, get ready, because we have all that. For this second edition, we choose a
brand new selection of projects, tips, and mood boards to inspire you.
Hope you’re ready to dive into our INCREDIBLE, FUNKY and STYLISH world!
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WHO ARE WE?

TRENDZINE, it’s
world and how you
could make it yours. We are a squad of design lovers that wishes
to present you the finest news and inspirations.

WHAT IS THE MID-CENTURY
DESIGN?
The mid-century is a singular and significant movement that involves
architectural, interior, product and graphic design from mid-20th century.
This particular design style is characterized by arresting shapes, different
graphic patterns and unconventional accents. Didn’t get it yet? Well, just
imagine like you’re walking around trough… Palm Springs.
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New rebuilt look of the WA Museum in Perth, Australia
When it comes to Geography, not a lot of people
actually knows quite enough about Australia. So
let us show you and tell you more about this
country through this article, which will show you
fantastic designs. It’s not going to be all about
Sydney: this time, Perth will be the star.
Perth is the capital and also the largest city in the
state of Western Australia. Actually, what caught
our eye was a newly revealed project in the city.
And this time, the Western Australia Government
chose two Australian companies (two of the best
ones in the city - OMA and HASSELL) to head this
new project of reconstructing the WA Museum
And when can we expect this new outstanding
design to be finished? The museum and the
government revealed that they are planning
to reopen in 2020. Well, take a look what to
expect of it.

Tokyo’s office with an industrial look – mixing wood and steel
When it comes to create your own inspiring office
design, the industrial look is always the best one.
The clean but modern look, without the use of
expensive furniture or walls full of paintings, will
help to create - let’s say - the perfect and most
creative laboratory for new thoughts and ideas.
One of the most famous Japanese companies,
SUPPOSE DESIGN OFFICE, decided to
renovate and redesign their own studio. During
the preparation of the project, the company’s
designers decided not to use the materials in the
studio’s catalogs, as most of them are made by
other designers. Instead, they sourced new ones,
in order to bring a unique and different look to
the brand new office. By dismantling the space,
they recreated the atmosphere of the times when
the building was just about to be finished,
combined with the wooden furniture and walls
and galvanized steel beams.
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A building wrapped around Arc de Triomphe?
If someone ever told you “everything is possible”
and you didn’t believe it, maybe you’ll do believe
it after reading this article and after seeing this
project. We wish it won’t be just another project:
we want it to become real. The idea came from
the French architect PATTERLINI BENOIT, who
imagined a mixed-use building wrapped around
the Arc de Triomphe. According to the designer,
the arc - which became an unmissable spot - is
much more valued by tourists than by Parisian
people, as it used to be in the past. By dividing
the monument, Benoit wants to bring something
new to the city without denying the history or
rebuilding the monument itself. In order to create
a wall, a series of stacked glass boxes would
be used, bracketed around the monument and
connected via a glass elevator. However, the
boxes would have their own independent
structure, so they can float around the monument
without compromising it. But that’s not all we
could expect, as each of the boxes would
contain different programmatic elements like a
museum to French history and nationalism, an
art gallery, a panoramic restaurant, and a cafestyle lounge, where tourists and locals could
interact and meet each other.

/NEWS & TRENDS

When passion for coffee is really inspiring
We have lots of habits (rather they’re good or
bad) and one that definitely is on the top of the
list is coffee. Whether you prefer to take coffee
early in the morning or after lunch (at home
or at the cafeteria), we will show you a place
that you will love. On the first sight, you might
think this place is somewhere in the heart of
Italy, as you can see many Italian Moka coffee
pots on the wall. But it is located in Shanghai.
Coffee lovers are all around the world, dear.
But what’s so special about this cafeteria, and
what differentiates it from so many others in the
world? The ceiling. It is true: this is this cafeteria’s
centerpiece and it represents the depth of the
coffee using colors as dark as the coffee itself.
This ceiling’s magic starts in the bar, where the
barista is preparing amazing coffee options and
requests. The cafeteria seems to be bigger than
it really is thanks to the furniture with reflected
surfaces and to the big mirror on the opposite
side of the wall.

Have you ever thought about renovating your old farmhouse?
Most of the times, when we are thinking about
something really old, it’s because we are trying
to understand how to get rid of it. However,
nowadays it’s so cool to use some vintage style
items in a house decor. You can reuse things,
instead of destroying it. That’s why we want
to show you one of the most recent renovated
building by the renowned firm JUMA Architects.
The new design promises to combine a modern
luxury style with a classical, old and romantic one.
How? Featuring wood in different tonalities and
giving it different uses, and also by combining it
with leather accessories.
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Finnano Fenno’s paintings transform vintage cars
into a cast of characters

This Italian artist creates colorful compositions by using only the tip of his finger, a smartphone, and
a sharp of humor.
FINANNO FENNO’swork is all about photography, illustration, and graphic elements that he turns
into curious faces and figures, each one representing its own particular personality.
Everything from doughnuts and sprinkles to statues and snap chat logos are amalgamated to form
funny facial expressions. Just take a look at Finnano’s amazing art project.

/ THE MID CENTURY’S

Paying a tribute to the iconic
mid-century style and to the
professionals that still honor it in the
present, here you have 8 iconic projects
that complete some of the best interior
designers’ portfolios.

BRINGING MIDCENTURY STYLE
BACK TO LIFE –
A TRIBUTE TO THE
MODERN DESIGNERS

Ben Pentreath, Greg Natale, Kelly Wearstler and Dorothee Meilichzon are included in the list of the designers
whom we believe that represent the mid-century style in a fair and honorable way. Since this style has come back
that we see some of the most renowned interior designers featuring furniture and lighting designs that complete
incredible interiors ambiances and that honor the clean and sophisticated lines from the 40s, 50s, and 60s, always
keeping their eyes on the current trends. Here you have 8 iconic and inspirational projects to be stirred with.

Ben Pentreath ROYAL PAVILION
Location: Poundbury, Dorchester

Royal Pavilion, housing 20 generous apartments, is
the major new building designed by Ben Pentreath in
Poundbury’s Queen Mother Square. The firm also took
forward schematic design of all the interiors, and to
assist with initial marketing of the building, developed a
series of concept interior and soft furnishings proposals
for a virtual ‘show apartment’.
The design of the rooms is intended to be classic
yet contemporary, drawing on the tall ceilings and
simplicity of spaces to create spacious, generous,
timeless interiors. Will be completed in 2017.
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CHICHESTER SHOWHOMES
Location: Chichester, London

Interiors created for two show houses at Roussillon Park
in Chichester. The developer requested show houses
with real personality – instead of the bland and lifeless
product that one can so often encounter in the new
homes market. The budget was very tight, so there are
some IKEA features, for instance. But this use of old and
new furniture as well as the choice of simple colours
and rich accessories was intelligent and successful.

Greg Natale MELBOURNE HOUSE

Location: Melbourne

A sophisticated, moody vibe with plenty of timber
panelling was the brief given for this two-storey, sevenbedroom residence. Charcoal and grey offset the
warm timber, teamed with sultry mauve, burgundy
and gilt accents. The size of the house allowed for the
delineation of different breakout areas centred around
furniture and artworks, with clever touches added
such as panels of wallpaper to break up the white
walls. The design is a study in balance and contrast
of textures, hues and shapes. The dramatic entrance,
where the angles of the ceiling, windows and doors
are juxtaposed by the circular ottoman, chandelier and
organic-patterned rug, offers a taste of the dynamics
within.

/ THE MID CENTURY’S

NEUTRAL BAY HOUSE
Location: Sydney

Every opportunity to capture light has been maximised in
this four-storey Sydney Harbourside modern residence.
The white palette reflects and emphasises this, with
different finishes adding detail – the panelling in kitchen
cabinetry, the pattern of marble in a bathroom, a subtle
geometric bedroom wallpaper, a patterned armchair.
Against that, pops of indigo, plum
and violet add intensity. Angles and organics bring
balance to the design, while narrow black lines appear
throughout, in chair and table legs, mirror frames, a
rug, lamp bases and light fittings, acting like elegant
frames that highlight the house’s incredible view.

Kelly Wearstler AUSTIN RESIDENCE

Location: Austin, Texas

Towering above Austin in one of the city’s tallest
buildings, the brand-new 3,900 sq-ft space was a
literal blank canvas of white walls, concrete floors,
boxy rooms and very little character. One of kelly’s
priorities was to make the apartment as open as
possible and bring the vibrancy of the surrounding life
outdoors inside. The designer knocked down walls and
created an expansive living area, floored in a cooling
combination of different stones laid in geometric
pattern that became a seamless extension of the outside
views. Mixed metals, leather, silk, parchment and other
artisanal elements add luxurious detail and sumptuous
texture to the artistic and avant-garde aesthetic that
resonates throughout this colorful and expressive home
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SPRING STREET RESIDENCE
Location: New York

For the design of this former 1940s warehouse-turnedresidential loft in Soho, Wearstler created a pieda-terre that would maintain and enhance the loft’s
industrial character while creating a cohesive and
functional home. Drawing inspiration from the loft’s
oversized windows and original cast-iron columns
whose placement dictated the natural division of the
vast open space into more intimate areas.
The color selection for the loft is minimal, with black,
white, grey, ochre, and pale pinks. Various types of
metals, marble, and waxed wood add depth to the
monochromatic palette without overloading the space.
With a maximalist approach, the juxtaposition of
vigorous and masculine elements with curved silhouettes
of a more feminine character bring a stylish complexity
and signature luxe balance to the home.

Dorothee Meilichzon
HOTEL PARADIS

Location: Paris

The idea was to create a cosy hotel with a low budget.
There was no specific theme but a very specific
demand: an hotel with a unique decor. Each room is
different and furnitures and carpets are custom made or
reissued. The designer used lot of prints on wallpapers,
fabrics, on
headboards and carpets. This hotel is meant to be a
peaceful place, a “pause” in a crowded city.

/ THE MID CENTURY’S

LEDA

Location: Paris

Leda is a Parisien restaurant inspired by the surroundings
and by the former Pavillons Baltard. The design team
used specially designed glass wall, beveled shaped
mirrors and cables to suspend the lights. A mid-century
feeling was achieved trough the furnishings and lighting
designs.
Mid-century is THE style, but we believe that the modern
touch is an excellent addition. Sometimes, the present
brings us so many good things and we don’t have to
forget the past: you just have to mix the best of this two
worlds.

SEE ALL THE PROJECTS
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Our choice:
iconic, classic, dramatic sofas
There’s no science when it comes to taste. Mid-Century Modern seems to have hit the ball as more and more
people drive themselves mad looking for the ultimate piece of a retro era to complete the modern chic look that
is now a must have amongst the living rooms across the entire country.
Mid-century modern’s emphasis on pared-down forms, contemporary patterns, natural materials and a seamless
flow between indoors and outdoors creates a medley of functional comfort and chic style.
But what really makes a living room? The sofa. We leave you with our selection of the best mid-century modern
sofa out there. Take a look.

Targa sofa by Gam Fratesi for Gebrüder Thonet, 2015

Maya Sofa by Brabbu, 2012

Romero Sofa, Essential Home, 2016
Spoke Back Sofa by Børge Mogensen for Fredericia, 1945

Maya Sofa by Brabbu, 2012

Outline Sofa by Jean-Marie Massaud for Cappellini, 2002

/ THE MID CENTURY’S

SIMPLY THE BEST
Tina Turner (born Anna Mae Bullock on November 26th, 1939, Tennessee) is a singer, dancer, actress and
author with more than fifty years of career and innumerous awards and recognitions.
She began her musical career in the mid-1950s as a featured singer with Ike Turner’s Kings of Rhythm, first
recording in 1958 under the name “Little Ann.” The artist began to record as Tin Turner in 1960 when she and
her husband at the time began to sing as a duet.
Tina’s first musical hit was short after she started the duo. “River Deep – Mountain High” - followed by one of her
most famous song “Proud Mary” (1971) - was a huge success and gave her world recognition.

A few years later, Turner divorced from Ike and put an end to difficult times of domestic abuse, according to her
biography. Raised as a Baptist, she encountered comfort and peace in the Buddhism.
Tina rebuilt her career this time as a solo artist, with a major comeback full of hit songs (like “The Best”) and
timeless collaborations, such as the music “Goldeneye” for the James Bond movie.
Turner is considered to be one of the world’s best-selling music artists of all time and also referred as The Queen
of Rock ‘n’ Roll. She has been termed the most successful female Rock ‘n’ Roll artist, receiving eleven Grammy
Awards, including three
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Grammy Hall of Fame awards. Turner
has also sold more concert tickets than
any other solo performer in history.
Her combined album and single sales
total approximately 100 million copies
worldwide.
Today a Swizz citizen, Turner is, and
will always be an icon in the music and
entertainment industry, but also in pop
culture, seen as a symbol of power,
seduction, and strength. She influenced
generations with her music and fought
for women empowerment, creating
movement, influencing lifestyle, fashion,
hair trends and even design.
Even DelightFULL, a lighting design
company, decided to pay a tribute to
this great and iconic symbol, creating
a set of lighting pieces inspired by her
dance moves. Tina Turner is a timeless
icon.

/ THE MID CENTURY’S

HOW TO CREATE
A STYLISH AQUA
RETRO KITCHEN

Giving your kitchen a retro flavor
takes some work, but a lot of fun
too. If you’re a vintage items’ lover
and someone who adores nostalgic
throwbacks, having this kind of
kitchen will be just superb. Especially
when we are talking about decorating
with a super duper color: AQUA! Get
inspired and know how to do it.
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Weston Fuller photo

Instead of modernizing your kitchen decoration, let’s
turn it into old but gold! No, it doesn’t mean you
have to emulate your grandmother’s old-fashioned
style. You will just give your kitchen a bit of histor y
and some emblematic details.
Now, let’s find what you need to do it:
Good Color Combinations
First, you need to pick your favorite and best color
combinations. A few of the most popular retroinspired duos are: black and white, aqua and yellow,
red and black and, green and yellow my personal
favorite, pink and grey. This will be the perfect retro
vintage foundation, so be careful choosing it. The
retro kitchens are known by crisp colors and also,
milky pastels.
The Themes
Pick up something like: strawberries, cherries or
dinner duds. They’re all genuine signs of the 50’s
and 60’s kitchen attire. After making your colors
choice, you can decide (better) what is the theme
that fits with the shades.
The Appliances
Just switch out your appliances for able your retro
vison. Sure, you can refurbish some true vintage
pieces. From toasters to ovens and refrigerators,
using big pieces that look and feel like a real retro
piece will only upgrade the room’s look!
The Linens
To help you enhance the space you should choose
polka dot tablecloths, and curtains with a vintage
touch. The checkered prints, light floral designs, and
funky color combinations are some good ideas that
you can use if you really want to create an extra
special accent to your kitchen designs.
The Accessories
And finally, the accessories. We can never forget them! This will give the best taste to the place and, of
course, round out the entire room. From vintage sugar canisters to antique food scales, you’ll should always
get these items to complete the greatest look. Straw canisters sitting on the counter, ketchup and mustard
squeeze bottles at the table and, the most retro perfect table with colorful chairs are some of a few items you
can find to help you complete the retro kitchen look.
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get
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the look

/ THE MID CENTURY’S

UNIQUE BLOG was born from the mind of the
trend hunters and design lovers at DelightFULL studio

/ THE MID CENTURY’S

VOLKSWAGEN BEETLe
A MID-CENTURY CULTURAL ICON

The Volkswagen Beetle is a two-door, four passenger,
rear-engine economy car manufactured and marketed
by German automaker Volkswagen.
The need for this kind of car and its functional objectives
was formulated by the leader of Nazi Germany, Adolf
Hitler, who wanted a cheap, simple car to be massproduced for his country’s new road network. Hitler
contracted Ferdinand Porsche in 1934 to design and
build it.
Although designed in the 1930s, the Beetle was only
produced in significant numbers from 1945 on. The
New Beetle is related to the original only in name and
appearance (including the absence of a car emblem
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script with the exception of the VW logo). This new
version carries many design similarities with the original
VW Beetle: separate wings, vestigial running boards,
sloping headlamps and large round taillights, as well
as a high rounded roofline.
Indicative of the car’s utilitarian design, the interior
featured painted metal surfaces, a metal dash
consolidating instruments in a single, circular binnacle,
adjustable front seats, a fold-down rear seat, optional
swing-out rear windows, front windows with pivoting
vent windows. While the overall appearance of the
Beetle changed little over its life span, it received over
78,000 incremental changes during its production.

/ THE MID CENTURY’S

Like its contemporaries, the Mini, the Citroën
2CV, the Renault 4, and the Fiat 500, the
Type 1 has long outlasted predictions of its
lifespan. It has been regarded as something of
a “cult” car since its 1960s association with
the hippie movement and surf culture; and
the obvious attributes of its unique and quirky
design along with its low price.
Much like their Type 2 counterparts, Beetles
were psychedelically painted and considered
an ancestor of art cars. Currently, there are a
wide array of clubs focused on the Beetle and
the fans are quite diverse. Looks include the
resto-look, buggies, Baja Bugs, old school,
Disney’s Herbie the Love Bug, etc.
Type 1 has made numerous appearances
in Hollywood films, most notably in Disney’s
Herbie series. In Cars, every bug or insect is
represented by a Type 1. The Beetle is also
seen in the background of the Beatles album
cover for Abbey Road.

/ TBRANDS & CRAFTMANSHIP

DelightFULL
mid-century
lamps: old
techniques,
attention to
detail and a
modernized
human touch

We believe that the attention to detail - achieved
trough old techiques and craftsmanship - is one of
the reasons why some design brands are so special.
DELIGHTFULL’s world is all about ambiance, history,
moments that stay forever through lighting designs
created by artisans with wisdom and passion for
craftsmanship. It is a know-how culture combining
the past Heritage of handwork with attention to
emerging needs of the future.
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About the Brand: passion, heritage
and craftmanship
Passion for classics, sculptured forms, reduced
shapes, clear lines and strong colors: this is the
way DelightFULL Studio leaves its mark in the
design world. DelightFULL’s lighting designs have
the most incredible mid-century free spirit, filled
with a touch of luxury and modernity.
This is a world of fresh classics. The 40’s, 50’s,
60’s and 70’s are this brand’s main inspiration.
The moment you lay your eyes in one of its lighting
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pieces, the mid-century twist enter your bones and
you immediately let yourself go with this brand’s
dynamism
Old Techniques, attention to detail and a
modernized human touch result in a uniqueness
that you’ll want to meet in a very deep and intense
way. All the pieces are handmade in Portugal by
the best craftsmen and this is what allows this
brand to be so special.

/ TBRANDS & CRAFTMANSHIP

Collections
Heritage and Graphic are the two collections
of the brand.
The Heritage Collection is inspired by the
40’s, 50’s and 60’s Soul and Jazz legacy with
the major value a man can have – wisdom
– to do with his own hands. For that reason,
each piece is done with passion and holds a
history, a moment and a soul. A multipurpose
collection with high aesthetic pieces combined
in 4 typologies: Table, Floor, Wall and
Suspension. This collection’s product families
will also surprise you with its unique fresh
classics..
Ideal for hotels, restaurants, clubs (and also
available for outdoors), Graphic Collection
will revolutionize all the lighting concept trough
its floor, table and wall fixtures arriving in form
of letters, numbers or symbols. Each lighting
letter is based on an iconic type font with – of
course - a Delightfull twist. Made in aluminum,
brass, acrylic and iron, the versatility of these
graphic lamps allows their insertion in the most
various projects, such as restaurants, stores,
hotels, bars, clubs, home ambiances and
outdoor environments.
What a funny collection.

/ TBRANDS & CRAFTMANSHIP

Projects
All the collections are suitable for any ambiance, since classics
to urbans, minimalistic or even luxurious. And that is what took
the so far. These luxury mid-century modern designs from the
Heritage Collection and the happy, retro graphic lamps are
featured in some of the best interior design projects in the world.
The Ritz-Carlton Wolfsburg and the Paramount Hotel in New York
are just two of the examples of the brand’s recognition.

Paramount Hotel Lobby with Coltrane Suspension
Fixtures from the Heritage Collection

Brubeck Chandelier at Ritz Hotel Carlton Wolfsburg.
Interior Design by Elliot Barnes
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Novelties
Maison et Objet September Edition is almost coming
and DelightFULL has new designs to present. Following
the same concept of the antecedent ‘Turner’ table
lamp, two brand new pieces were created.
This pendant and wall sconce versions are art-deco
shaped pieces, inspired by Tina Turner’s dance
moves. The designers honored the artist’s iconic spirit
by creating the possibility of rotating the lamps’ arcs
into different positions, so that you can create your
favorite configuration at any time. The arcs are made
in brass (with several ﬁnishes available) and the
lamps also have some lacquered aluminum details.

TURNER WALL SCONCE
DELIGHTFULL
TURNER PENDANT
DELIGHTFULL

/ INTERIOR DESIGN

GREG NATALE’S
TAILORED AND
SOPHISTICATED
INTERIORS

Whether you are just an admirer or a
professional designer, if you’re one of
the players in the Interior Design field,
you have to know Greg Natale’s work.
Thanks to the genuine passion that the designer
puts in each of his projects, is not difficult to define
or even to recognize his style: bold colors, unique
patterns, and a powerful use of layering to create
tailored sophisticated spaces.
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He studied Design at Centre Enmore in Sydney,
Visual Arts at Sydney College of the Arts and
Architecture at Sydney’s University of Technology
and in 2001 he started his own business: Greg
Natale Design Studio. As any great artist, he
started with a small adventure. Greg’s first work
in this field and in his own name was his sister’s
one-bedroom apartment. This brought his work to
the public’s attention and helped him achieving
his first award (2002 Belle Wild Card award),
a category that was actually created for him.
Nowadays, Greg has the majority of his designs
featured in numerous local and international
publications, and many awards to his name,
including Belle Coco Republic Interior Designer
of the Year in 2011 and 2014. In 2015 he was
named as one of ‘The World’s Top 15 Designers’
by Architectural Digest Mexico and in 2016
at High Point Market in North Carolina was
awarded ‘2016 Luxury International Designer
of the Year’.
Greg has extended his vision into other design
disciplines through successful collaborations
with several notable brands and he even wrote
his first book, The Tailored Interior (2014).

The Tailored Interior showcases some of the incredible
spaces that Greg has created and shares the approach
that has made him one of Australia’s brightest stars
of the interior ground. 18 houses and a full world of
inspiration: this is the fairest way to define this book.
Stunning photographs showcase Greg’s precisely
edited interiors, from a sumptuous living room in moody
mauves to a striking dining setting among geometric
monochromes. For professionals, home decorators and
lovers of luxury style, thid book opens the door to a
world of inspiration.
Foreword by Jonathan Adler and Photography by
Anson Smart.
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The Sebel Kirkton Park was in need of a revamp
worthy of its spectacular surroundings, and
thanks to Greg Natale Design, its guests can
now enjoy one-of-a-kind hospitality in one of
Australia’s finest wine regions.
A grand, open entry hall, a guest-friendly
reception with double seated check-in desks,
and a light-filled atrium with a custom-built
circular bench all bring a sense of luxury and
occasion, while smaller seating areas lend
intimate touches.
Monochromes feature in the stunning new splitlevel bar and lounge, where Natale’s patterned
carpets enhance the luxurious atmosphere.

The Sebel Kirkton Park was in need of a revamp worthy
of its spectacular surroundings, and thanks to Greg
Natale Design, its guests can now enjoy one-of-a-kind
hospitality in one of Australia’s finest wine regions.
A grand, open entry hall, a guest-friendly reception
with double seated check-in desks, and a light-filled
atrium with a custom-built circular bench all bring a
sense of luxury and occasion, while smaller seating
areas lend intimate touches.
Monochromes feature in the stunning new split-level bar
and lounge, where Natale’s patterned carpets enhance
the luxurious atmosphere.
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HOUSE TOUR:
DUPLEX APARTMENT
IN LISBON WITH
A MID-CENTURY
& BOHEMIAN
CONTEMPORANEITY

How is it possible to join mid-century, bohemian,
and contemporary in a single sentence? If you find
this difficult to be true, try not to faint when you see
the duplex we’ll show you in this article, because it
mingles all the three styles.
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The atelier Cristina Jorge de Carvalho
Interior Design was named after its founder
and Creative Director. The team of this
atelier based in Lisbon is comprised of
highly specialized professionals developing
commissioned Architecture, Interior
Architecture, and Interior Design projects,
either in private residences, commercial
spaces, hotels, offices or spas, for both
national and international clients. ”But what’s
different about this Interior Design Studio?”,
you may ask. And we readily answer: the
atelier is known for «its sober and exclusive
aesthetic, achieved through timeless interiors
that express the elegant style and pure luxury
that define its identity and brand image in a
sImple way», we can read on the website.
We totally agree and we even will take
the liberty to add that there’s a special midcentury modern touch in each one of Cristina
and her team’s projects.

Cristina Jorge de Carvalho Interior Design
(CJCID) signature goes far beyond trends: clean
lines, volumes, a neutral color palette and a fine
selection of noble and natural materials are the
base for each project, that always results in a
sober but unique interior design. And that’s what
we want to show you with this specific residential
project in Lisbon. (You guys thought we had
forgotten?)
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The concept for this duplex apartment in the Portuguese capital was to create a Family home with a contemporary style, and a cosmopolitan
touch.
CJCDS’ intervention passed by the interior architecture development of the water closet and the staircase area, as well as by the selection
of the furniture pieces (mostly designed by CJCDS), fabrics, accent pieces, rugs, lighting and works of art. The ambiance is cosmopolitan,
contemporary and timeless. In this decoration project, most furniture and lighting pieces used were also designed by the atelier. Combined
with pieces from Knoll, Established, and Sons, DelightFULL, Autoban, Emmemobili, Vitra among others.
Works of art by contemporary Portuguese artists (photographs by André Gomes and João Paulo Serafim; sculpture by Pedro Figueiredo)
blend beautifully with other pieces from the clients’ private collection. The materials range from fine woods, lacquered, iron and steel and the
colors palette vary from white to gray, with a light touch of green and yellow are extremely smooth. How mid-century is that? As you see, you
don’t need much to get a little bit of this mid-century feeling in an interior design project. You just need to feature a couple of classic furniture or
lighting pieces from the 50s, 60s or 70s, or to buy some of the incredible redesigns that you can find in the market nowadays. Great work,
Cristina Jorge de Carvalho, we are fans.

Cristina Jorge de Carvalho was born in Mozambique, Africa. She currently lives in Lisbon, her city of choice and constant departure and
arrival point for her numerous travels, for pleasure, work, or for the continuous search for new inspirations.
She graduated in Business Management at ISCTE, in Lisbon. But her strong passion for Architecture andInterior Design motivated her to
move to London where she studied Interior Design at Inchbald School of Design.
In 2000, back in Lisbon, Cristina Jorge de Carvalho founded the atelier Cristina Jorge de Carvalho Interior Design that today employs a
team of highly specialized professionals with expertise in Interior Design and Architecture.
The contemporary, elegant and discreet vision that Cristina Jorge de Carvalho imprints to all the spaces she intervenes in has granted her
several national and international clients such as hotels, SPAs, show apartments, business offices, and private residences.
The exceptional quality of her work and her timeless style are visible and have been internationally recognized through several awards.
She’s a professional member of IIDA - ‘International Interior Design Association’.
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Idol Hotel
The grooviest
hotel in Paris

Composed by Yann Gasparini, - a Jazz, Soul and
Funk music lover - painted by Julie Gauthron, - the
funkiest decorator in Parisian hotel industry - renovated
by Elegancia Hotels as well as by AD-Tango, and
cleverly set to music by Parisian Dj and record dealer
François Mazza, the Idol Hotel is a joyful hymn to
Black Music from the 60’s to the 80’s.
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1Idol’s Reception Area
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Located on rue d’Edimbourg, near the Grands Magasins district,
just a (Rolling) stone’s away from the Opera Garnier, the grooviest
hotel in the City of Lights celebrates this historically music-oriented
neighborhood.
In the very same street is also located the Conservatoire Municipal
de Paris and the Conservatoire National was also located there
for a long time. Therefore, many musical instruments makers have
settled down in this street and in its surroundings, where you can find
guitars, violins, double basses… A commemorative plaque even

reminds us that famous music critic and eminent expert on Berlioz’s
work Adolphe Boschot lived there.
Glamorous and fresh, Idol Hotel’s decoration gives in to playfulness
and sensuality. All elements are texturized (velvet, vinyl…) and they
arise a desire to touch everything, to caress the walls and furniture.
The decoration designed by Julie Gauthron is melodious: it is
as charming as the colorful records you might find on a Sunday
morning bargain hunt.

Idol Hotel’s Façade

Lobby, featuring Botti Floor Lamp,
from DelightFULL
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Botti Chandelier, from DelightFULL
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Bedroom featuring Simone Wall Lamp
from DelightFULL

/ INTERIOR DESIGN

In the “musical” lobby, above the piles of vinyl records, the collection of sculptural “Botti” ceiling lights by DelightFULL, made of gold-coated
brass, gives the trumpet, the trombone, and the organ a new function and announces the score about to be played in the hotel.
A bright neon light sculpted by artist Julie Gauthron and entitled “The Sound of the Trumpet” illuminates the lounge area.
In the corridors, you can also admire the magnificent, also designed by DelightFULL. Besides the amazing welcomed rooms, the hotel also
features a small patio with honeysuckle and jasmine, which is perfect to enjoy a moment of relaxation. Idol Hotel will give you the ultimate
dream bedrooms! There is a room for everybody’s taste and mood. If you fancy a more vibrant vibe, you can stay in the ‘Light my Fire’ or the
‘Jungle Fever’. Otherwise, if you’re looking for a more relaxed time you can opt for the ‘Moon Blue’ or the ‘Lady Soul’.

Bedroom featuring Simone Wall Lamp
from DelightFULL

Yann Gasparini – The Owner

Julie Gauthron – The Designer

Owner of the Brescia Hotel for almost 15 years, which became the
Idol Hotel after the renovation work was completed, Yann Gasparini
was raised to the sound of Jazz. Growing up, he developed a
passion for all kinds of Black music — Soul, Funk, Groove, etc. —
and finally made his dream come true by turning his hotel into the
new place to be for all Black Music lovers.

The French artist and interior designer was the brain behind the Idol
Hotel new face. Both as artist and interior designer, Julie is a quirky
and amazing professional. Her ideas are “out of the box”, full of color
and give a feeling of euphoria to the observer. Along having her own
atelier, Julie Gauthron works with many top French hotels.
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Pop Soul and Funky rooms!
Idol Hotel will give you the ultimate dream bedrooms! There is a room for everybody’s taste and mood. If you fancy a more vibrant vibe you
can stay in the ‘Light my Fire’ or the ‘Jungle Fever’. Otherwise, if you’re looking for a more relaxed time you can opt for the ‘Moon Blue’ or
the ‘Lady Soul’.
With a theme behind its 32 rooms and suites, the hotel presents a variety of inspirational options adorned like the colorful album covers of
famous labels Stax Records or Motown. Along with that inspiration and in order to give something more to their clients, all the rooms feature
spherical speakers that can be connected to a smartphone via Bluetooth. The golden list of albums that have inspired the rooms is as long
as the playlist of a DJ: George Clinton, Snoop Dog, Leroy Hutson, Sly Stone, James Brown, George Benson of course, but also the iconic
disco band Earth Wind & Fire.
Idol Hotel gives a little of the 50’s, a bit of the 70’s, and a touch of the 80’s. All to make the clients go back in time and appreciate great
quality design and good music.
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Feel the 50’s
glamour with
Hotel Vincci
Centrum, Madrid

Vincci Centrum Hotel is placed at an historical building
dated back to 1920 and is protected as a National
Heritage.
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The location of this exquisite hotel is the center of Madrid, near Gran Via. It finds itself in the cultural triangle formed by the Prado, Thyssen
and Reina Sofia museums. The Hotel was now renovated. With the renovation came a new face, but the spirit is the same: the inspiration
of the 50´s glamour combined with natural elements from Scandinavian design. Beatriz Silveira, this project’s interior designer, opened
her own studio in 2005 and since then her work has been focused mainly on the development of residential projects, private homes and
professional spaces. The Spanish Interior Designer was chosen to redesign the Vincci Centrum. She found out that the best possible way to
stay faithful to the historical builing was to combine the glamour of the 50’s with the Scandinavian design.
The use of white and other neutral colors found there way to walls, floors and lounge ceiling as well as all of the public areas of the hotel.
Like magic, the bulding looked brighter and more spacious. With the word luxury in her mind and taste, Beatriz discovered noble materials
like Aristea marble and natural oak to contrast with the bronze of the building.
To give her special signature to the 4 stars hotel she decided to use brands that give that personnal twiste but also quality and originality into
the design. For this project, Beatriz was looking for an equilibrated contrast and harmony between colors, materials and patterns.

“My main goal when I face a project is to capture the sensitivity,
tastes and lifestyle of my clients, making decorating their
homes at a particularly exciting time for them and participative
too. With the experience you understand that establishing a
relationship of trust with those who are counting on you to help
them with their home, it is a fundamental part of the process. This
is undoubtedly the aspect of my job that I like.”
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The choice fell over those that enhance the light of the space,
create warmth and a sense of embrace. The designer
confessed to have some favorite pieces at the project. The
Beetle Chairs and Stools by Gubi, a perfect mix between Italian
and Danish design in laminated molded veneer, used at the
Bellini food&bar. The Hanna Suspension Lamps by DelightFULL,
a retro suspension fixture elegantly composed by five black &
cooper lampshades made in aluminum, also used at the Bellini
food&bar. And the Turquoise Crystal Chandelier designed by
Beatriz Silveira herself.
She also used some exclusive pieces in the project, such as the
impressive wine cellar that gains prominence and was specially
designed by her for this hotel.
“Aesthetics and functionality are not incompatible, a space can
transmit strength and personality while harmony and warmth.
The key is balance and the selection of each piece”, said
Beatriz. The 8 floor hotel, has 87 rooms, all equipped with airconditioning, free safe, mini-bar, free Wi-Fo in all building, TV
and a set of courtesy products.
The 4-star hotel has also Junior Suite rooms with a small living
room, a balcony with a view over the city and a special VIP
room service.
If you are planning to spend some great holidays, a romantic
weekend or a couple of days with friends or family, and if your
preferred choice was Madrid, this is the hotel for you to stay.
Enjoy every second of this cosmopolitan city and relax inside of
one of the most beautiful and trendy hotels in Spain.
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The turquoise crystal chandelier

Hanna Suspension Lamps, designed by DelightFULL

/ UP TO PARIS

up to paris

Paris has always been a good idea. It’s one of the
major tourist destinations in Europe, situated on the
banks of the Seine River and is one of the largest
European capitals.
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L’Appartement is a space where every corner was conceived to highlight the Rue Monsieur Paris
creations, where the finest handcrafts and the creativity meet the contemporary comfort. xurious unique
projects in the city. L’Appartment By Rue Monsieur Paris it’s one of them.

Living Room featuring DelightFULL’s Lamps
©Photo: Piotr Stoklosa

This contemporary set up of a true living space is a result of an
organic, geometric and minimalist design approach. The visual
illusion of the photography works, the paintings, the mirror reflections
and the view of the Seine riverside and the nearby Eiffel Tower, will
transport you to another level of visual sensation and go as far as the
visual presentation allows.
A heavy silk royal blue rug by the Classic Rug Collection
Company, handmade in Nepal, over the chevron wooden floor
provide the perfect background to show off the artistry of the
geometric Trompe-l’œil patterned Moonlight Kaleidoscope coffee
table and Midnight Gallery console. Both pieces feature marble
marquetry over a wooden structure, a technique where hand-cut
pieces of marble are inlaid onto a wooden surface.
The console, which can also serve as a sideboard thanks to
its extensible stainless steel legs has been chosen as ‘the Best of
Maison&Objet’ by AD Spain and ELLE Decor.
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The fluid, organic shape of the sculptural Altoum Seater, echoing
mid-20th-century British sculpture, both complements and contrasts
the rest of the interior.
The desk in the study is the T table by Designed by (winner of a gold
A Design Award 2015) in brass, corian and wood, paired with the
Op Art styled Tectonic Silence chair in ultra-glossy lacquered paint.
The ample natural light of L’Appartment works in tandem with
the light fittings designed by DelightFULL, allowing for maximum
flexibility in creating the perfect mood every moment of the day.
Even the radiators are custom designed and made for the space by
Zavar Design, each unique piece inspired by sources as diverse
as monumental socialistic sculpture and cathedral organs. For the
finishing touches, fabrics were selected from Lelièvre and Thevenon,
bed & bath linen from Magbé Camara, while the ambiance is
further enhanced by Dr. Vranjes Firenze home fragrances.

/ UP TO PARIS
The Fireplace ©Photo: Piotr Stoklosa
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Moonlight Kaleidoscope Coffee
Table ©Photo: Piotr Stoklosa

The Bedroom ©Photo: Piotr Stoklosa
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The Bedroom ©Photo: Piotr Stoklosa

GET MORE INFO

WWW.ESSENTIALHOME.EU
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SPECIAL EDITION

MAISON & OBJET
PARIS September 2-6, 2016
Are you thinking about going to Paris in September?
We have compiled all the information you need about this great
design tradeshow.
Be ready!
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Theme: “House of Games”

Scenography by Vincent Grégoire (Agence NellyRodi)
Hall 7
Every year the members of the Observatoire de la Maison get inspired by a different theme.
They have already prepared us to always keep the expectations high! For 2016, the Maison
& Objet will be a “House of Game’: with realm rich of signs, shapes, colors and tales, and
reset creations. Yes, you can expect to see pawns, card games, dices, dominos, tarots… It’s all
about having fun! The rule of the game? To bring drama to décor, to bet on joyous and elegant
maximalism, to play the card of Strange Beauty.
This luxury design decoration will have a big red power and sensual materials. It’s a funny but
fancy house. Full of board games, games of chance, and games of balance. This game plays
with conventions, time periods, styles and types.
Now, let’s play the game?

-
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Five questions to VINCENT GREGOIRE

Why did you bet on the House of Games theme?
The members of the Maison & Object Observatory and I wanted to pick a theme that
related more closely to our living environments. The outline for House of Games
soon became obvious. It reflects a number of signals we’ve picked up in the fashion,
contemporary art, luxury and design industries, and even in gastronomy. This House of
Games marks the return of a renewed baroque, dandy style, which leaves ample room for
fantasy, eccentricity and appeal. More generally speaking, we are noticing an increasing
interest in board games, as well as private clubs, which counterbalance the lonely life we
lead behind screens and help us restructure our lives around rules we can easily apply.
A recent study carried out by NellyRodi for Google into the relationship between the
Generation Z and luxury has shown that, contrary to common beliefs, its members have a
great capacity to switch off and value the notions of sharing and community very highly.
What have you imagined for the Inspirations Space?
I have imagined a succession of three boxes, which open to reveal three visions of how we play games. The first one explores board games
through a chess set, where every piece is replaced with a design masterpiece. It questions the notion of social position and the strategic
concern for appearances in a precious, dandyinspired environment. The second offers a perspective on posture and imposture and the
comeback of the dada spirit through an interpretation of roleplaying games. Combining chance, luck and the collision of ideas, the rules of
the exquisite corpse are coming into practice in the field of interior design, paving the way to historic and hysterical mix-and-match décors.
Chance games are finally providing inspiration for the creation of a boudoir that showcases a cheerfully occult form of easy esotericism. In
reaction to all-pervading rationalism, people advocate for the return of the unexpected and play the card of serendipity.
In terms of style, what are the rules? To each his own! What matters is the capacity to surprise, to become a sensation. Some experiment
with graphic and optical patterns, using chevron and chessboard motifs, as Nendo did for the department store Seibu. In Paris, the 19thcentury taste for alcoves and drama is being revived, as evidenced by the private club Castel, the restaurant La Belle Époque, the hotels
Mathis and Maison Souquet, where Jacques Garcia has recreated the ambiance of a brothel. Faced with excessive minimalism, the world
is seeing the rise of a new eccentric decorative spirit. In fashion, the bold spirit of the style evident in Alessandro Michele’s latest collections
for Gucci shows this colorful contemporary energy, which artfully blurs lines through subverted elements and borrowed references
What are the masterpieces of these living environments?
This theme subtly reveals a new way of designing living spaces. We are seeing the comeback of 19th-century kissing benches and
indiscrete seats, for example. The padded Chesterfield chair is once again a must-have. Regarding accessories, the trend is for building a
rich décor, evocative of wunderkammers, with display cabinets, fisheye mirrors, trophies, even wall jewelry, like that designed by Michaël
Cailloux. There is growing interest for cabinetmaking, precious cases and boxes. Fred Pinel’s chests, chess sets designed by Hermès, Vuitton
or Baccarat help create environments that leave no room to unoriginality. Even pool and football tables are being reinvented into decorative
objects. Lucky charm motifs, like the eye, are also popping up everywhere for their good vibrations.
What materials are a winning bet?
I favour any material expressing the concept of preciousness. In the spirit of the Belle Époque, satins, velvets, taffetas, lacquer, trimmings
and cut crystal are gaining newfound momentum to illustrate a celebration of the senses. A parallel can be drawn between the industrial
revolution and the digital revolution. Illusion games, reflection, transparency serve to inspire décors with high narrative content, associated
with wallpapers such as those created by Philippe Morillon, collages, or even stained glass panes, such as those crafted by Studio Job.
Mixology and the growing interest for kitsch and chic pastries are other expressions of this desire for playful revelling. In terms of colours, red
trumps all others; theatre and opera red, but also the red of brothel lights. Halfway between transgression and revelation, red deepens the
magic conveyed by these exuberant, joyous and sensuous worlds.
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The Café- Bookstore

With scenography by François Bernard (Croisements) |
Hall 7

Designed as a space where all the visitors could relax and
think about the theme chosen and explored by Maison & Objet
Observatory, the Forum’s Café-Bookstore will be waiting for your
visit at Hall 7. It will be a bookstore (the Paris Museum of Decorative
Arts bookstore), with a good selection of books and magazines
about the theme: House of Games.
Another area will be entirely dedicated to the sale of the Inspirations
Book- the bookstore. Here, François Bernard’s scenography stages a
gigantic red and white chessboard, with suspended chairs standing
for the pieces, inviting visitors to start a game. The back wall is
covered with three alternating types of deforming mirrors, which
heighten the playful atmosphere of the room, combining illusion
with distortion. Four pinball machines, specially customized for the
theme by the company E Concept, will be available for visitors’
entertainment.

The Conference Room
Hall 7

From hospitality to retail, from exceptional designers to advanced solutions for interior design and trend analyses,
“L’ESPACE CONFERENCES” will host 5 lectures a day.
Get to know all the Conference Room program here
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ILSE CRAWFORD, THE DESIGNER OF THE YEAR
September 2016

Every year, Maison et Objet decides who’s the best and most
amazing person in the design world (January and September). Ilse
Crawford is now one of those big choices. In September 2016,
the British designer will receive the Designer of the Year award. As
usual, Ilse will have the opportunity to showcase her big work in
space a space that will be entirely dedicated to her. Get to know
better this great designer and her work.

This sensitivity-driven approach is evident even in her earlier works,
with the Soho House Group. For ten years, she lent her talents to this
international network of exclusive private clubs, hotels, restaurants
and spas. During that time, she also completed a great number
of projects: a restaurant, Cecconi’s, and the club of the Electric
Cinema, both in London, the Babington House hotel in Somerset,
the Soho House hotel, in New York City. All of them are evocative
examples of her philosophy, to create environments where people
Maison & Objet PARIS honours one of the most successful interior feel comfortable, spaces that make sense for those that will use them
designers in Britain. Ilse Crawford is named Designer of the Year for – to create a frame for life.
the September 2016 fair. She will be the very first Designer of the
Year to handle the scenography of the Designers’ Studio, in Hall 8.
This idea, to enhance the human experience, she applies to public
spaces, private homes, products and commercial projects. In 2008,
Ilse Crawford as began her career as a journalist and was the for the first Aesop shop in London, she decided to focus on creating
founding editor-in-chief of ELLE Decoration UK. With over a decade an intimate atmosphere, while highlighting the historical dimension
in magazines, with a mission to put human needs and desires back of the building’s architecture with thoughtful contemporary accents.
at the centre of design, she founded her multi-disciplinary practice
Studioilse in 2001.
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ILSE CRAWFORD’S WAREHOUSE
HOME IN LONDON

Recently, Crawford’s one bedroom home in London’s Borough district went
on the market, giving a rare opportunity: to see inside her private residence.
She has been there over the 15 years, and this space reflects completely her
personality, changing habits, needs and moods. Despite of being one of the
world’s most successful interior design personalities, Ilse Crawford shows her
world in this amazing home. Let’s take a look inside…
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STUDIOILSE
Ilse Crawford is a designer, academic and creative director with a simple
mission to put human needs and desires at the center of all that she does. As
founder of Studioilse, together with her multi-disciplinary, London-based team, she
brings her philosophy to life. This means creating environments where humans
feel comfortable; public spaces that make people feel at home and homes
that are habitable and make sense for the people who live in them. It means
designing furniture and products that support and enhance human behavior and
actions in everyday life. It means restoring the human balance in brands and
businesses that have lost their way. As founder of the department of Man and
Wellbeing at the Design Academy Eindhoven, her mission extends to nurturing a
new generation of students to always question why and how their work improves
the reality of life.
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Discover The Rising Talents
Each year, Maison & Objet gives a chance for six up-and-coming designers to present their work to professionals around the world. For
the upcoming show, held 2-6 September 2016, an election of six emerging French design talents will have the moment to showcase their
amazing work on a space entirely dedicated to them, the Hall 7.
Maison & Objet has invited Les Ateliers de Paris, for September 2016, to honor their 10th anniversary. The six chosen rising talents
designers, are all current residents of Les Ateliers de Paris. They will show particularly and promising creative work.
Let’s get to know them better!

AC/AL Studio
Charlotte Juillard
Pierre Charrié
Studio Monsier
Désormeaux/ Carrette
Julien Vermeule

“This year, Les Ateliers de Paris is celebrating its tenth anniversary; ten years entirely devoted to supporting
and accompanying new projects that bear witness to the vitality of Paris’ creative scene. The decision to
showcase six young designers in TALENTS À LA CARTE at the September 2016 edition of MAISON&OBJET
PARIS provides the ideal opportunity to ensure them greater visibility, as well as to pay tribute to the
Parisian municipality’s ‘cultural incubator.’ Paris takes up the challenge of creativity and a trade fair such as
MAISON&OBJET is the perfect example” Anne Hidalgo, Mayor of Paris.

AC/AL Studio
ACAL Studio_Units, OXYO

ACAL Studio_Artisanat du Sud, PNUD

ACAL Studio_Trame, Petite Friture

the minimalist duo
Amandine Choor and Aïssa Logerot, who graduated from Les
Ateliers, cultivate a perfect “harmony between function, form and
technique” as they create objects that have a story to tell. Design
companies such as Petite Friture and Kann Design, amongst others,
fell for their work from the off.
www.ac-al.com
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Charlotte Juillard

Charlotte Juillard_Sous Cloche

Charlotte Juillard_Les Brodées

Charlotte Juillard_Hercule

A woman of substance
This young French designer, who studied at the École Camondo,
before a residence at the Fabrica in Italy - the Benetton group’s
research and communication centre – shows off the beauty of
materials, explores gestures and creates surprising objects thanks
to an original and feminine approach.
www.charlottejuillard.com

Pierre Charrié

Pierre Charrié_Aérobie

Pierre Charrié_Campanes

Pierre Charrié_Pôle

Bringing a touch of magic to everyday life
Pierre Charrié makes the most of his fascination with the latest
technologies and new uses to create objects that react to their
environment. Movement, touch, sound… his poetic creations
come to life as they interact with the user.
www.pierrecharrie.com
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Studio Monsier

Studio Monsieur_BENDY !

Studio Monsieur_ENSEMBLE PIGMENT

Studio Monsieur_WAT

The beauty of the gesture
Manon Leblanc and Romain Diroux share a fascination for both
artisanal and industrial manufacturing processes. This passion
for the gesture leads them to imagine joyous reinterpretations
of traditional pieces and to explore the wealth of colours and
materials.
www.studiomonsieur.com

Désormeaux/ Carrette

desormeaux carrette_Dita

desormeaux carrette_Knot

desormeaux carrette_Union

Sensitive innovation
Combining design and technology, Nathanaël Désormeaux
and Damien Carrette are as close in their work as their skills are
complementary. They put their synergy to good use in defence of a
sensitive approach to design. For proof, look no further than ‘Knot’,
their brilliant and simple chair that uses neither screws nor bolts.
www.desormeauxcarrette.com
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Julien Vermeulen

julien vermeulen_Plumets de la Garde Républicaine

julien vermeulen_Surface noire

Julien vermeulen_Vitrines DIOR JOAILLERIES

A thing covered in feathers
Could the humble feather be ‘design’? Yes… and the answer
bears witness to the audacity of this feather worker who, as if it
wasn’t enough to work with the greatest names in haute couture, is
following his own artistic path and making a name for himself by
exploring the very limits of his favourite medium.
www.maisonjulienvermeulen.com

Entrée/Entrance

MAISON&OBJET

5B
ACTUEL

M&O

2-6 SEPTEMBRE / SEPTEMBER 2-6, 2016
5A

MAISON

COMPLEMEN

TOUTE LA DÉCORATION INTÉRIEURE
100% INTERIOR DECORATION

4

Nos intérieurs se composent ici. L’univers MAISON est le temple inspiré de la déco :
meubles et petit mobilier, luminaires et textiles, les styles d’ici et d’ailleurs s’entremêlent
avec élégance pour le bonheur des plus exigeants.

ELEGANT

Our interiors are made here. The MAISON section is inspired by decoration:
furniture and small accent pieces, lighting and fabrics, familiar and foreign styles
intermingle elegantly to the delight of even the most demanding visitors.

M&O

3

CRAFT

MÉTIERS D’A

FRAGRANCES
ELEGANT

2

COSY

M&O

M&O

M&O

Entrées/Entran

ECLECTIC

FRAGANCES

L A I S S EZ-VO US S U R P R E N D R E
BE SURPRISED

L ES PA R FUMS D E D E MA I N
TO MO R R OW ’S S C E N T S

HALL 1

HALL 5A

Worldwide cultures bring together their best influences
and come together with ECLECTIC. Atypical and inspiring
design and decoration with a delightful taste of local
and international inspiration.

Encounter all kinds of scents at FRAGRANCES.
Scented soaps and candles, bathing products
and air fresheners; the decorative and olfactory
signature of our interiors.

COSY

COMPLEMENTS

U N I N T É R I EU R TO U T E N D O U C EU R
T H E S O FT EST I N T E R I O RS

L ES ES S E N T I E L S D E VOT R E I N T É R I EU R
ES S E N T I A L S FO R YOU R H O M E

HALL 2

HALL 5A

With its broad range of decor and textiles,
COSY transports us into a warm and friendly universe.
A truly welcoming and comfortable cocoon.

Happiness and delight are easily found in this
enchanting sector in which different objects bring
a special essence to your home and interior.

ELEGANT

ACTUEL

L E R A F F I N E M E N T EST AU R E N D EZ-VO US
R E F I N E M E N T I S AT H A N D

E N T R EZ DA N S L’A I R D U T E M P S
B E I N T H E H E R E A N D N OW

HALL 3 - HALL 4

HALL 5B

Le meilleur des influences des cultures du monde entier
a rendez-vous sur ECLECTIC, aussi atypique qu’inspirant.
Une offre déco et mobilier au délicieux goût d’ici
et d’ailleurs.

Avec son offre complète déco et textile, COSY nous
transporte dans un univers chaleureux et convivial.
Un véritable cocon accueillant et confortable.

Les styles réinterprétés, du charme à l’inspiration
urbaine, une offre déco, textile et mobilier à la patine
intemporelle, raffinée et élégante.
Reinterpreted styles, from the quaint to the urbaninspired, are available in a wide range of decoration
objects, fabrics and furniture with a timeless,
refined and elegant sheen.

1

ECLECTIC

M&O

Toutes les senteurs se donnent rendez-vous
sur FRAGRANCES. Savons et bougies parfumées,
produits pour le bain et diffuseurs de parfum,
la signature olfactive et décorative des intérieurs.

Impossible de ne pas trouver son bonheur
dans cet espace de charme ou chaque objet
apporte un esprit particulier à votre intérieur.

L’esprit contemporain souffle sur le secteur ACTUEL
et son offre meuble-déco à la forte dimension
internationale. Modernité urbaine, excellence épurée
des concepts, un rendez-vous essentiel.
A contemporary spirit sweeps through the ACTUEL sector
and its range of furniture and decoration with a strong
international dimension. Urban modernity, concepts with
refined excellence—an essential stopover.

INFLUENCES
DE L’UNIQUE AU SUR-MESURE
FROM THE UNIQUE TO THE BESPOKE

Le pôle d’exception de MAISON&OBJET PARIS. Créativité, innovation, solutions
techniques, temple d’un design lifestyle et du luxe, un univers unique et haut de gamme
insufflant son audace aux prescripteurs et aux acheteurs du monde entier.
MAISON&OBJET PARIS’s location for prestige and uniqueness. Creativity, innovation
and technical solutions come together to create a temple of design and luxury lifestyle,
unique in its genre reaching out to specifiers and buyers from all around the world.

e

OBJET
DU PLUS UTILE AU PLUS FUTILE, RIGOUREUSEMENT INDISPENSABLE !
FROM THE MOST USEFUL TO THE MOST TRIVIAL—
IT’S ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL!

NTS

T

L’objet, dans tous ses éclats. Du gadget intelligent à l’ustensile de cuisine,
du parfum à l’accessoire de mode, les petits suppléments d’âmes qui
enrichissent nos intérieurs, pour les rendre uniques et accueillants.

M&O

Objects in all shapes and sizes. From smart gadgets to kitchen utensils,
from perfume to fashion accessories, the little and distinctive additions
that enrich our interiors, making them unique and welcoming.

6
EASY LIVING
COOK+DESIGN
M&O

KIDS

M&O

FASHION

ART

M&O

M&O

M&O

BELOVED

M&O

7
NOW! DESIGN A VIVRE

nces

M&O

SCENES D'INTERIEUR GALLERY

MAISON&OBJET

PROJETS

M&O

M&O

TO UT E L’ÂM E D U D ES I G N
T H E S OU L O F D ES I G N

HALL 7

Avec toujours plus d’innovations, d’expérimentations,
savourez sans modération les nouvelles idées
du design. Les matières se transforment, se détournent,
se combinent, « s’éco-responsabilisent » pour créer de
beaux objets, des meubles audacieux et fonctionnels.
With ever-growing innovations, and experiments, discover
new design concepts in the now! design à vivre section.
Materials are transformed, subverted, combined,
"eco-friendlied" to create beautiful objects as well as bold
and functional furniture.

SCÈNES D’INTÉRIEUR
GALLERY
L A G R I F F E D E L’ EXC E L L E N C E
T H E STAM P O F EXC E L L E N C E

HALL 7

L’espace d’expression de créateurs hors du commun,
à la frontière de l’artisanat, de l’art et du design.
Créativité à l’état pur.
A space for expression by exceptional creators mixing
craftsmanship, art and design. Creativity at its finest.

KIDS

L A C R ÉAT I V I T É S’ I N V I T E À TA B L E
C R EAT I V I TY S I T S D OW N AT T H E TA B L E

L E R OYAUM E D ES E N FA N TS
THE CHILDHOOD KINGDOM

HALL 5A - HALL 6

HALL 6

The kitchen, a playing ground for all types of creativity.
A world as welcoming as it is innovative, the art of dining,
cooking and gastronomy at its best. Indulge without guilt!

Childhood is a world in itself. A teeming, inspiring
and ever-changing world: decoration, furniture, fabrics
and object designers come together to showcase their
creativity and imagination for the little design princes
and princesses in our lives.

La cuisine, terrain de jeu de toutes les créativités.
Un univers aussi convivial que novateur où vous trouverez
tout l’art de vivre autour de la table, la cuisine et
la gastronomie. A savourer sans modération !

8

NOW! DESIGN À VIVRE

COOK+DESIGN

MAISON&OBJET
I PROJETS I
O F F R E P R E M I UM D E S O LU T I O N S P O U R
L’A R C H I T ECTU R E D ’ I N T É R I EU R
P R E M I UM S O LUT I O N S FO R I N T E R I O R D ES I G N

HALL 8

Pôle d’expertise pointu et carrefour de rencontres,
une plateforme entièrement dédiée aux solutions
techniques et décoratives pour l’architecture d’intérieur.
Le must-have pour réaliser des projets innovants et créatifs.
A space for cutting-edge expertise. A meeting place,
with a platform dedicated to technical and decorative
interior design solutions. The must-have for producing
innovative and creative projects.

CRAFT,
MÉTIERS D’ART
L ES SAVO I R - FA I R E D ’ EXC E P T I O N
EST E E M E D K N OW - H OW

HALL 5A

Artisans d’art et manufactures d’art. Pièces rares
et objets uniques, traditionnels et contemporains,
savoir-faire d’exception, … La création, le travail fait
main et la précision du geste en valeur ajoutée !
Craftspersons and art producers. Rare pieces, unique
traditional and contemporary objects as well as
exceptional know-how come together in this dedicated
area. Creation, handmade work and the precision of
artisanal production are presented as an added value.

EASY LIVING
U N U N I V E R S H AU T E N CO U L EU R
A H I G H LY CO LO R FU L WO R L D

HALL 6

Les petits plus qui donnent du peps à nos intérieurs.
Une multitude d’objets colorés et graphiques à l’esprit
clin d’oeil qui investissent toutes les pièces à vivre pour
nous faciliter la vie.
The little objects that give that extra “je ne sais quoi” to
our interiors. A range of colorful, graphic objects with a
quirky feel that can be used in all our living spaces to make
life easier.

L’enfance est un univers en soi. Un monde foisonnant
et inspirant : les créateurs déco, mobilier, textile
et accessoires rivalisent d’inventivité et de douceur
pour les plus petits.

FASHION
À L A P O I N T E D E L A MO D E
AT T H E FO R E F R O N T O F FAS H I O N

HALL 6

Des objets de mode, bien sûr. Sacs à main, bijoux,
foulards, vêtements. Mais plus encore, des accessoires
dans l’air du temps à coordonner pour que mode et
décoration soient au diapason.
Fashion objects and design objects come together in this
sector with a unique selection of handbags, jewellery,
scarves and clothing. Do not miss this designtastic section.

BELOVED
P L AC E AUX « CO U P S D E CŒU R »
LOV E AT F I RST S I G H T

HALL 6

Pour les plus connectés, des objets mode, branchés,
malins, fun et surtout « coup de cœur ». De quoi créer
sa touche personnelle en beauté.
For the trendiest and most fun objects on offer. The perfect
sector for creating your own personal beauty touch.
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ÁLVARO SIZA VIEIRA

“Architects don’t invent anything,
they just transform reality”
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AWARDS
Pritzker Prize Winner 1992
RIBA Royal Gold Medal
Fellow of American Institute of Architects
Mies van der Rohe award
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Álvaro Siza, in full Álvaro Joaquim de Melo Siza Vieira (born June 25 program at the Porto Fine Arts School (now part of the University of
of 1933, in Portugal) is one of the best-known Portuguese architects Porto). Here, he soon developed a deep affinity for the discipline.
of the 20th century.
And, a year before he graduated (1954), he opened a private
Although Siza has produced numerous projects for clients in Portugal, architecture practice in Porto, and designed four houses in his
it was not until the 1980’s that he began to receive some recognition hometown.
from exhibitors and commissions in other European countries.
His work is characterized by a quiet clarity of form and function, Alongside with Fernando Tavora—with whom he worked with from
a sensitive integration into the environment, and a purposeful 1955-1958 and still collaborates on impressive projects—Siza
is one of the great references of the Porto School of Architecture,
engagement with cultural tips and architectural traditions.
where he returned as a full professor in 1966.
Siza grew up in a large Roman Catholic family in Matosinhos, near
Porto city. When he was younger, intended to become a sculptor, but Siza has received immense recognition for his designs around the
his father’s objections and his own admiration for the work of Catalan world. Let’s get to know better the greatest projects…
architect, Antoni Gaudí, led him in 1949 to enroll in an architecture
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projects...

Álvaro Siza Iberê Camargo, Porto Alegre, Rio Grande do Sul

/ ARCHITECTURE

Public Auditorium in Llinars del Vallès

Multipurpose Pavilion Gondomar
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Vitra Produktionshalle, Alvaro Siza
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Santa Maria Church

Carlos Ramos Pavilion, School of Architecture of Porto

School of Architecture, Porto University in Porto, 1992
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Summer house in Sintra

E.S.E Setúbal
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Mayor Winw Cellar
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Alvaro Siza Serralves Foundation - Duccio Malagamba photo-

Portuguese Pavilion Expo 2000

Public Auditorium
in Llinars
del Vallès
Alves Santos house,Povoa
do Varzim,
Portugal,
1969
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SIZA VIEIRA & EDUARDO SOUTO DE MOURA ARE
CREATING A NEW PORTUGUESE MUSEUM PROJECT

©Photo: João Morgado

Álvaro Siza Vieira and Eduardo
Souto de Moura are teaming
up to renovate a museum at a
historic Portuguese monastery.
They have been friends
for decades and have
collaborated on a number of
projects, such as Serpentine
Pavilion. To respect this potted
histor y, Siza and Souto de
Moura chose to keep their
additions as simple as possible.

©Photo: João Morgado
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©Photo: João Morgado
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8 most incredible
buildings around
the world

This article won’t be just interesting, it will
also be very helpful. First of all, because
it will allow you to relax and find out
what this world has to offer you in terms
of architecture. Secondly, because it will
help you choosing your next vacations’
destination, we’re absolutely sure of it.
Architects, travel addicts, architecture lovers:
we have selected the 8 most incredible
buildings around the world and we’ll tell
you everything you need to know about
them. This will be your mini guide for the
most creative architecture projects in the
world (and most of them were shortlisted for
international prizes). Enjoy.
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Image © Zaha Hadid architects
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Photo © RIBA

Heydar Aliyev Centre, Azerbaijan, 2012
The Heydar Aliyev Centre was designed by the great Zaha Hadid. This cultural center is a
619,000-square-foot building complex in Baku, Azerbaijan, which hosts concerts and exhibitions
and that was named after the former President of Azerbaijan. It is well-known for its distinctive
architecture and flowing curved style that eschews sharp angles. In 2014, 2 years after its
opening, Heydar Aliyev Centre won the Design Museum’s Design of the Year Award. This was the
first time that a woman ever won the top prize in this competition (Zaha Hadid).

Photo © RIBA

ParkRoyal Hotel, Singapore, 2013
ParkRoyalon is a hotel in the heart of Singapore, developed by Woha Architects. The hotel, which
opened in 2013, has 15,000 square meters of large balconies and terraces covered by tropical
plants. Lush greenery and cascading plants run along balconies and walkways across four floors.
This building is placed right on the edge of Singapore’s Central Business District.
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Photo © Matthew Carbone

Lou Ruvo Center for Brain Health, USA, 2010
Designed by Frank Gehry, the Center for Brain Health in Las Vegas is divided into two separate
buildings connected by a courtyard. Gehry manipulated space and materials to create stunning
structures that captivate the imagination.

Photo © Pinterest

UK Pavilion for Shanghai Expo, China, 2010
Thomas Heatherwick‘s UK Pavilion at the 2010 Shanghai Expo is incredible. The inside of these
Pavilions, Booths & Exhibits were all temporary and made os materials that wouldn’t go to a
landfill. At the same time, they needed to be solid, durable, lightweight and collapsible. Thomas
Heatherwick and his team won the Foreign & Commonwealth Office commission to create the
Pavilion, following a competition that attracted a shortlist of great architectural proposals from other
teams led by Zaha Hadid Architects, John McAslan + Partners, Marks Barfield Architects and Avery
Associates, between others.

/ ARCHITECTURE

Photo © Tomaz Gregoric

Borisov Football Stadium, Belarus, 2014
This is the new home for the local team FC Bate. OFIS Architects designed the Borisov football
stadium arena with a bulging and perforated ring form, that can accommodate a total of 13,000
seats. The structure’s gridded framework of this stadium built among a forest context is revealed
through the bubble-shape windows.

Image © Zaha Hadid architects

Messner Mountain Museum, Italy, 2015
The Messner Mountain Museum is a museum project created by Italian mountaineer and extreme
climber Reinhold Messner in South Tyrol in northern Italy. Zaha Hadid completed this project in
Italy’s South Tyrol province. This is the sixth and final chapter in a series of museums dedicated to
mountaineering by Reinhold Messner and it is located 2,275 meters above sea level, in the heart
of the popular Kronplatz ski resort in South Tyro.
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Image © Robbie Lawrence

Gardens by the bay, Singapore, 2012
British architects Wilkinson Eyre and landscape architects Grant Associates have completed
in 2012 an enormous tropical garden in Singapore. Filled with tree-like towers, shell-shaped
greenhouses, and a 30-metre-high man-made waterfall, it will drive you crazy, for sure. comprising
three distinct gardens – Bay South, Bay East, and Bay Central. Located on reclaimed land in
Singapore’s new downtown at Marina Bay, it comprises three distinct gardens: Bay South, Bay
East, and Bay Central.

Photo © RIBA

Archipelago’s Contemporary Arts Centre, Portugal, 2014
The Archipelago’s Contemporary Arts Centre was built in a former drinks and tobacco factory in
the Azores Islands. The architects sought to reinvent the building in Ribeira Grande, making it a
meaningful space in a peripheral region in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean. João Mendes Ribeiro
was the head architect of Arquipélago Contemporary Arts Centre, that maintains the industrial
character of the whole building, highlighting the dialogue between the existing building and the
new construction.
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“Architects don’t invent anything,
they just transform reality”
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The Coolest Guide for Fall
2016 Fashion Trends
As you may know, twice a year, the fashion community
comes together in a series of events that will announce and
dictate the fashion trends for the next season. Either it is
clothing, shoes or accessories, fashion designers from the
most “hype” brands will present their ready-to-wear collection
where they will demystify the trends that will be major in the
season ahead. That’s why people get anxious, excited and
happy at the same time during the fashion week. From New
York to London, passing by Paris and Milan, these are the
“Meccas” of fashion and there you will know what to wear
next season. But we will make your job easier, that why we
decided to make a selection of the coolest trends for Fall
2016, take a look:
Add a bit of sparkle to your wardrobe. Either for a party
or a night out with friends, you won’t be the simple girl in
the room. For those cold and “sad” days when you need to
warm up a little. Take one of these vintage caplets and cover
yourself.
FUR
Faux or real, fur is always an amazing option if you want to
get warm and stylish at the same time, however, next season,
it will have a different twist: COLOR. Bold color and prints
will be a major statement to runway from the grayness of the
season and pop up your look in a very fancy and chic way.
CHOKERS
One more 90’s comeback, with a variety of shapes, color,
and materials. Next season, chokers will be major, and will
add an extra powerful statement t your look.
HOODIES
You got lucky. Imagine comfort, softness and luxury all in
one piece. Yeah, that’s it. Now hoodies are not just sports
apparel, they are chic and trendy. What are you waiting
for?
VELVET
Selected as the fabric of the season, Velvet will be one of
the most important trends for the fashion houses for Fall. Wet
or dry, color or black, that will be a lot of velvet. Get ready!
FIFTY SHADES OF GRAY
Of course, it is Fall season, and we must have a dark color
in our closets. This season, your must is color is gray. From
top to bottom, jeans or cotton, bags or shoes, it will be a
gray revolution.
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get the look
Louis vuitton card holder

zara skirt

zara dress
scarf, marc jacobs

bimba y lola bag

céline

MANGO

melissa

dolce & gabanna earrings
nike cortez

zara
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Mid-century design books
Nowadays, the mid-century design is so popular that we would love to present you two of the many books in the
market revolving around this subject. A mid-century modern design is like a huge comeback in terms of design,
architecture, and style. This style, which born much early before - during the 1950s’ and 1960s’ - brought with
itself simple ideas and designs. The times then (after the world wars) were hard, and there was a great difficulty
to produce something huge and complicated. They designed exactly what people needed, without actually
thinking about the design. The reason for the mid-century comeback or as we can say “mid-century modern”
style was the crisis which hit all the world around. People decided to come back for simple things and designs
and cause of the lack of finance simplified their lifestyle.
American Design in the Twentieth Century by Gregory
Votolato is the first book we would love to present you. It
describes the design styles more used in the time period
that goes from 1900 until 1997. The books refer to the
nature of the design in the American environment and
the way it became more about personalization of the
material world and the performance and appearance
of the goods. We can say it’s more or less about the
history of the design.

Another influential book which we would love to present
is Mid-Century Modern: Living with mid-century modern
design, by Judith Miller. In this book, great designs and
designers are featured in a way that creates an excellent
guide regarding one of the most exciting periods of
the design history. This book helps you to explore the most
popular and desirable pieces of furniture, ceramics, glass,
interiors and other items.
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What the past left and future brings:
architecture, design, and decorations
Throughout the whole history, the architecture became the most worthy heritage that we can admire even today.
Let’s take a look at the new released books what according to the writers and architects could become a new
chapter of the history.
Costanzo, Denise: What architecture means:
connecting ideas and design. (Routledge,2015)
The book introduces you to the whole idea of architecture
and helps you understanding the connection between design
ideas and values through the time, space and culture itself.
By reading this book, you become an active and informed
with no matter on the fact if you are an architect or not.
Thanks to the great deep analysis of the famous buildings,
you can understand the architecture theories, qualities, ideas
and all the values which are important in the architecture
theory at all.
The topics of the book help you understanding the idea of
sacred spaces, the house, the city, architects and engineers,
the aesthetics and design, originality of the idea and
methods, technology and form, memory and identity, power
and politics. As you can see, this 300-pages book collects a
lot of topics and ideas.

Chris Van Uffelen, Working in Style: Architecture,
Interior, Design (2016)
Nowadays, a workspace is not just that tiny small room or
that ugly old factory. The office represents the place where
we meet the customers and that shows the identity and style
of the company at all. Designing a workspace is meeting the
ideas and the needs of the employees for developing and
improving the creative environment of the office. The books
help to identify the best of the workspace areas from the
modern start-ups to the big corporates’ offices.

/ BOOKS

Buxton, Pamela: 50 Architects 50 Buildings: The
Buildings That Inspire Architects, 2016
Through interviews with well-known architects, the author
shows which buildings from all around the world inspired
them to do their own work and let us know why. As we go
through the book, we can see the range of the buildings from
the housing estates, castles, coal mines and cathedrals.

Jodidio, Philip: Architecture Now! Vol.10, 2015
TThis 10th edition of one of the best-selling series contains
more than 70 international projects ranged from the Frank
O. Gehry’s shining Louis Vuitton Foundation in Paris to Zaha
Hadid’s curving Heydar Aliyev Center in Baku.

Dernie
David,
Gaspari
Jacopo:
Imagination in Architecture, 2016

Material

This book shows and describes the history of visual arts and
contemporary architecture and helps to understand everything
about architectural practice and education, a popular theme,
nowadays. It also explains the different influences on the
architecture and material reality of architectural form.
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new catalogue
new inspiring ideas
DOWNLOAD

agenda
PARIS DESIGN WEEK
3rd – 10th September, 2016

STYLE FASHION WEEK LA
10th – 15th October, 2016

During the 8 days of the show, the French and international
design professionals and the public will see and discover the
best of the design in Paris. The event will unit together 300
participants, that will present their design in Paris.

Offering the Main stage as the showcase of the designers’
upcoming collection. The show create an expansive
marketplace for the brands to show and sell their new

Maison et Objet September Edition
2016
2nd – 6th September 2016
NEW YORK FASHION WEEK
8th _ 15th September, 2016
New design styles and pieces presented in the New York on
the spring and fall every week.

LONDON DESIGN FESTIVAL
17th – 25th September 2016
Decorex International 2016
18th – 21st September
Internationally renowned and luxury design event, for
discovering the very best of the new exciting and innovative
design pieces. During the show you will see the collection of
400 hand-selected exhibitors.

100% Design London
21st – 24th September, 2016
The UK’s largest design trade show for architects and
designers, which will take place in Olympia London.

MILAN FASHION WEEK
21st – 27th September, 2016
Presenting the new styles and design of the clothes and
accessories in one of the top cities of fashion – Milan.

collection products. During the show the designers

have the amazing opportunity to engage thousands of the
guests for all week.

BIENNALE INTERIEUR
14th – 23rd October, 2016
Celebrating 25th anniversary as the “Silver Edition” of the
interior design event. Clients are considered as the partners
in project with the idea of involvement, exchanging ideas
and expectations.

SEOUL FASHION WEEK
17th – 22nd October, 2016
Global fashion business event held twice in a year, in
March and October, and operated strategically with a
goal to become one of the most prominent fashion week
of the world. Seoul Collection is a series of the top Korean
designers’ fashion show and also one of the largest fashion
event in Korea.

HIGH POINT MARKET
22nd – 26th October, 2016
High Point Market is the largest home furnishing and décor
industry trade show organized every six months.

BDNY 2016
13th- 14th November, 2016
Boutique Design New York, BDNY, is one of the leading
trade fair in the US, and conference for the hospitality
design industry, serving the eastern United States, Canada
and Europe.

ART BASEL MIAMI
1st – 4th December, 2016
Art Basel Miami hosts and stages the world’s best modern
and contemporary art shows, in the city of Swiss, Basel.
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stores
A

ETHNIC CHIC
www.ethnicchic.com

ACE LIGHTING
www.aceweb.be

F

ACOULITE TRADING LLC
www.acoulite.com

FAITH LIGHTING
www.faithlighting.com

ALTAGAMMA
www.altagamma.ru

FERRER INTERIORISMO
www.ferrerinteriorismo.com

AMBI
www.ambilight.hu

FOREST LONDON www.forestlondon.com

B
B&G INREDNINGAR
www.bulthaup-stockholm.se
BRABBU
www.brabbu.com
BOMBYX
www.bombyx.gr

H
HAAZ www.haaz.info
HEKTOR LIGHT www.hektor.ee

I
ILLUMINATIONS DESIGN
www.illuminations.com.pa

C

INTERIO
www.interio.lt

CHASE AND SORENSEN
www.chaseandsorensen.com/

INTERIOR PARK
www.interiorpark.pl

D

K

DELIGHTFULL
www.delightfull.eu

KRASSKY
www.krassky.lv

DESIGNS OF MODERNITY
www.designsofmodernity.com/

KOKET
www.bykoket.com

DDC Minotti
www.ddcnyc.com

KOLORIZE
www.etsy.com/shop/KOLORIZE

DLIGHT
www.dlight.ie

L

E

LALA GROUP
www.lalagroup.com

ENEA
www.enea.ch

LIGHT WORKS
www.lightworks.cz

Essential Home
www.essentialhome.eu

LUXDECO
www.luxdeco.com

ESTEBAN INTERIORS
www.estebaninteriors.com/

M

T

MID CENTURY MOBLER
www.midcenturymobler.com

THE LOLLIPOP SHOPPE
http://www.thelollipopshoppe.co.uk/

MODERNSQUIRREL
www.etsy.com/shop/modernsquirrel

THE LONGEST STAY
www.thelongeststay.com

N

TWENTYTWENTYONE
http://twentytwentyone.com/

NOURAHAKIM SARL STUDIO DESIGN
www.otylight.com/distribution-location/lebanon/

O

TWO COLUMBIA ROAD
http://www.twocolumbiaroad.co.uk/

U

OTHER TIMES
www.othertimesvintage.com/shop/
OPPNING
www.etsy.com/shop/oppning

P

UJOIN INTERNATIONAL TRADE
www.ujoin-sh.com
UNILUX
www.uniluxgroup.com

V

PESCH
www.pesch.com
PICTUREWORKS
www.pictureworksindia.com

VINTAGEMOODSNL
www.etsy.com/shop/vintagemoodsNL
VINTAGESUPPLYLA
www.vintagesupplystore

PRIMARIOS
www.primarios.ma

W

Q

WISE APPLE
www.wiseapplevintage.com/

QUAS
www.quas.at

X

S

XCAPEVINTAGE
www.etsy.com/shop/XcapeVintage

SA VOLTEX
www.voltex.fr
SELECTED
www.selected-online.de
SKLADA NSM LLC
www.sklada.bg
STUDIO D’INTERNI
www.studiodiinterni.com
STUDIO LOCKER
www.studiolocker.co.il
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